MatchWaco Program

/maCH/ • [wey-koh]
noun
1. A program that creates equal opportunity for all Wacoans to serve our community via non-profit board service and advisory committees.

Applicant Pipeline
- Leadership Programs
- Individual submissions
- Affiliate Groups
- Professional Groups

Placement Process
- Selection Committee
  - Objectivity
  - Evaluation
  - Recommended Candidates

Non-Profit Partners
- NPP receive recommendations
- Conduct board specific nominating process
- Final decision-makers in Board appointment

MatchWaco offers an outlet for individuals to get involved in leadership positions that directly affect Waco. The platform will help greater align individuals and Non-Profit organizations based upon strengths, skills and organizational need. This synergy will help Non-Profits reach their strategic objectives and serve their intended population more effectively via our matching program outlined above.

Long-term, MatchWaco will serve to be a resource that increases civic engagement and empowers citizens to have their voice heard and representation in the rooms where it matters most.

For more information please click here or contact:
Hermann Pereira | Hermanneprosperwaco.org
-OR-
Benjamin Gomez | BenjaminJGomez05@Gmail.com.